
Manual of TP4-016 PS4 clamp

ⅠApplication
1.The manual applies to the TP4-016 PS4 clamp designed and produced by our company.
2. The most criticism of the Smartphone games is the lack of HardDevices. Although we
can touch screen to operate in the games, but we rely on screen to touch cannot
operate some high-difficulty games. Now, the TP4-016 PS4 clamp designed and
produced by our company that it make easy to the Android mobile phone connect with
the PS4 game controller. Thereby you have the better game experience.

ⅡImage



Ⅲ Introduction
1.PS4 controller clamp: It is a fixed hard engineering plastic connecting stand, that the

controller part is transparent plastic and the mobile phone part is black transparent
material, It connect Android mobile phone with PS4 controller through the OTG



high-speed transmission cable, and ensure the players have a best operating
experience.

2.The clamp can support 6 inch/ 86 mm moblie phone.
3.OTG high-speed transmission cable connection: Plug one end of the cable into the
micro USB interface of the controller, and the other end of the cable into the micro USB
charging interface of the Android mobile phone. As chart 1. The mobile phone will tips
"connected to USB controller" and it may not have any tips.(Depend on the model)

Chart 1
4.The players install different game simulators. You should move the virtual buttons of the
screen map to the corresponding buttons of the controller. it can be identified, including
trigger buttons and joystick. The touchpad buttons can also be recognized as a button,
but itself is unable touch to operate. (Suggest the player to use the chicken simulator).

ⅣTechnical parameter
1.It suitable for note2, note3, note4, HTC-G14, Rezound, G22, Samsung, HTC, MI,
Huawei, SONY, Lenovo and the other brand mobile phones with above Android 4.0
system and OTG function.

2.OTG cable length: 200mm micro usb to micro usb
3.Packing size: 61*56*152mm

Ⅴ. Appearance requirement and Testing standard
1.Not transformative, shrink and galling of housing. Close integration and uniformity oil
injection of upper and lower shell. No scratches, dirt, black spots and burr of surface.

2.Not less one screw, big cracks, bad screen printing!
3.Packaging materials and accessories according to the requirements of the order with
the correct type of product.

4.Please refer to similar products for other standards!



Ⅵ Caution
1. This product compatible with mobile phones above Android 4.0 and some Un-branded

mobile phones with OTG function.
2. Do not expose it in the sun.
3. Do not wipe the product with a chemical reagent, do not scratch the product with sharp
objects, do not squeeze or cast the product.

4. Do not put the product in high temperature environment and throw it into the fire.


